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Flush Ring Assembly

Mac-Weld assemblies are available in a variety of configurations & materials
These assemblies can be assembled and tested in advance,
and shipped directly to the site, saving you time and money.
Mac-Weld flush ring assemblies are manufactured to accept standard level
transmitters, valves and more. Our flush rings allow you to have two different
ANSI flange sizes or ratings on opposite sides of the ring. Mac-Weld assemblies
can be manufactured and assembled in our factory based on your particular
requirements.
Specifications:


Eliminates the need for a reducing spool



Valve options available upon request







Available in carbon steel and stainless steel.
Also available in most alloy materials.
Manufactured in accordance
with ASME, ASTM and ANSI
standards
CRN approved
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1324 Lougar Ave Sarnia, ON N7S 5N7

Flush Ring Assembly


A

SECTION A-A

This assembly features a flanged flush ring,
with dual valves.

1-877-MAC-WELD (622-9353)

sales@mac-weld.com

www.mac-weld.com

FLUSH/BLEED RING COMPARISON

Flush Ring

Bleed Ring

OR

Flush Ring

Bleed Ring

2" finished thickness for 300# flush rings with 1/2" or 3/4" ports
2.5" finished thickness for 600# flush rings with 1/2" or 3/4" ports
RF machined

1.5" finished thickness for bleed ring with 1/2" or 3/4" ports

RF machined
OD equal to flange OD

bolt holes to match the flange

125-250 RMS finish
both sides of flush ring

RF to suite the flange

ID to suite process pipe

OD smaller than flush ring
as bleed ring is mounted between
bolt holes

125-250 RMS finish
both sides of flush ring

ID to suite process pipe

Piping System

Mac-Weld Flush Ring

Piping System

Mac-Weld Bleed Ring

Notes:






Material requirements are greater for flush ring as compared with bleed ring. OD of a flush ring
and thickness are significantly greater than those of bleed ring.
Raw materials sourced for production are significantly more expensive for flush rings due to greater
OD and greater thickness
Flush Rings require significantly greater manufacturing time, as compared to a simple bleed ring.
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